H9510  THE HUMAN STAIN  (USA, 2003)

Credits:  director, Robert Benton; writer, Nicholas Meyer; novel, Philip Roth.
Cast:  Anthony Hopkins, Nicole Kidman, Gary Sinese, Ed Harris.
Summary:  Melodrama set in contemporary New England with flashbacks to the
1940s. A story of two different kinds of passing: crossing the race line, and
the class line. Which is more difficult? Coleman Silk (Hopkins) is a respected
professor at a New England college who suddenly finds his life unraveling
after a comment he makes about some African-American students is
misinterpreted as a racial slur. Rather than defend himself, he resigns in a
rage. His rage is fueled by his secret: he is an African American himself
though the world believes he is Jewish. As the scandal heats up, Nathan
Zuckerman (Sinese), a writer researching a biography of Silk, begins to dig
deeply into Silk’s life. Eventually, matters are made worse when Coleman’s
affair with a young married janitor named Faunia Farley (Kidman) is
exposed. Farley’s abusive ex-husband (Harris) is a Vietnam veteran.
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